
8oz Jars - $7/ea 

½ Gallon Mason Jar - $35                                                                     

3.5 Gallon Bucket - $85 

Original Hot/Sweet 

Our Original Mustard took a Gold Medal in a World Wide competition at the National Mustard 
Museum in 2011, and continues to win the praises and hearts of mustard lovers everywhere. 
 

Chocolate Stout Mustard 

This is a Hot/Sweet Mustard made with a reduced chocolate stout ale. You get the sweet, then the 
HEAT and faint hint of chocolate at the finish. Astonishingly delicious for dipping or as a secret 
weapon in the kitchen. 
 

Everyday Cafe & Pub Mustard 

A double whole seed spicy mustard developed in conjunction with Chef Devon Clark of the Everyday 
Cafe and Pub. A truly versatile deli staple that has been integrated into numerous aspects of their 
comprehensive menu. 
 

Garlic Mustard 

Cracked and whole seed blends highlight our low sugar garlic infused mustard. Use it in our Chicken 
Pasta Salad recipe. 
 

Number 5 Tavern Mustard 

Created by us as the house mustard for the Number 5 Tavern in Hopkinton, N.H., this stone ground 
medium heat mustard has curiously welcoming rich and thick flavor. The patrons at the #5 are 
greeted with a bowl of pretzels and a cup of mustard upon arrival. Now you can enjoy the same great 
taste at home. 
 

Pope Poupon 

It’s our blend of local honey, mustard flour, and brown and yellow whole seed for a zesty mustard that 
is the perfect choice in vinaigrette’s and marinades. 
 

Simply Red Ale Mustard 

We teamed up with Litherman's Ltd. Brewery of Concord and blended their Simply Red Ale with 
Smoked Sea Salt flakes and Smoked Double Whole Mustard Seeds for a subtle yet curious medium 
heat Mustard. Cheers!! 
 

Tuckerman Headwall Alt Brown Ale Mustard 



Delicious Tuckerman Headwall ALT Brown Ale and double whole seeds give this mustard a bold and 
robust finish. Treat YOUR next Reuben right!  
 

18 Mile Rye Pale Ale Mustard 

18 Mile is double whole seed spicy mustard made with the 603 brewery's famous ale.  
 

D.H. Castro 

D.H.Castro was developed for Cubans and other deli delights where a HOT but less sweet mustard is 
called for. Half the sugar of our International Award Winning Original Mustard but with the same heat 
index. My good friend D.H. welcomes you to join the Mustard Revolution! 8 oz only 
 

Winni Amber Ale Mustard 

A hot, sweet and smooth mustard made with the 603 Brewery's Famous Winnipesaukee  Amber Ale.  
 

Apple Cider Mustard 

The Future of Mustard is HERE! This is a tart, smooth Apple Concoction made from Gould HILL Farm 
reduced apple cider and our unique blend of mustard and spices is a real treat. 

Cranberry Mustard 

Cranberry Mustard is a versatile and mild addition to glazes, sandwiches, and vinaigrette's.  The first 
thing Jill did with it after we perfected the mustard recipe, was to add it to coleslaw!  Great for turkey, 
chicken or just dipping. 
 

Maple Mustard 

If nothing says  "New England" like the natural taste of maple, our Maple  Mustard is talking directly 
to you!   A bit more tame than the Original and Chocolate, this medium heat mustard tends to be on 
the sweet side with a bold Maple flavor. 

N.H. Ale Mustard 

This is a smooth medium heat mustard made with the 603 brewery's Famous N.H American  Ale. 

Tuckerman 6288 Stout Mustard 

The rich smooth flavor of Tuckerman 6288 Stout Ale makes this the perfect mils all purpose mustard. 
Great on everything. 
 
 
 


